The IT project management books I've read are either tied to a particular methodology (e.g., Agile) or not specific enough on what PM practices are critical for IT. I'd recommend pulling from several sources. I really like the two books from James and Suzanne Robertson about requirements management based on their Volere methodology because they talk extensively about working with the users and the practical aspects of collaborating to develop requirements. You'll get proven methods for initiating a project, selecting qualified team members, conferring with management, establishing communication, setting realistic timetables, Continue Reading.

IT Project Management: On Track from Start to Finish, Third Edition. Many project managers never take the PMP. They start out in management or another role and end up filling the void to make sure the trains run on time. This is a great book targeted at those who are in traditional management roles who want to get more involved with project management. Many project managers recommend it for those who manage project managers. If you've never managed projects yourself, it will help you understand a day in the life of a PM. This book is Project Management Institute’s (PMI) flagship publication that gets updated periodically to reflect the latest best practices in the field of project management. Book review. This book is considered a must-read for anyone who is seeking success in the Project Management Professional (PMP) test. It outlines the risk management process and providing established methods of project risk planning based on real-life situations and multiple practical examples. Analysis of critical aspects is offered, including: Project Scope and available resources. Project-Management.com’s Top 3 Software RecommendationsTry Monday.com for FreeTry Wrike for FreeTry Smartsheet for Free Ideally, we would like to find a. Here is a recommendation of ten books about project management in general rather than a book about a single performance domain or knowledge area. It is a list that the beginning or accidental project manager can quickly use, but also a selection that can help review and remind the experienced professional of the fundamentals. It is a healthy mix of theory, practice, reference, experience, templates, and perspective that will be a valuable companion in one’s career development. The authors also share their insight regarding methods, training, and associations. We Reviewed this Book | View this Book on Amazon!